“...being able to use grammar structures does not only mean using forms accurately; it means using them meaningfully and appropriately as well.”

Diane Larsen-Freeman

Teaching Language: From Grammar to Grammaring

Grammar Dimensions gives grammar meaning by applying it to reading, writing, listening, and speaking!

Diane Larsen-Freeman, Series Director
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“Grammar Dimensions was created to help teachers and students appreciate the fact that grammar is not just about form. To communicate, language users also need to know the meaning of the forms and when to use them appropriately.”

Diane Larsen-Freeman
Adapted from the foreword of Grammar Dimensions, Fourth Edition

Clear charts and exercises focus on form, meaning, and use.

Exercises in every section practice and reinforce key grammar points.

Opening Tasks explore students’ prior knowledge.
The international student office at your school is preparing a short guide for students who have just arrived in this country. The purpose of this guide is to give new students a clear idea of what to expect when they arrive here. You have been asked to write a chapter called “Bonjour, South City College.”

Get together with two or three other students to make a list of the questions that people in this country frequently ask of other students when they arrive. Use the list to make up a set of questions that people here ask, and that new students should be ready to answer.

The purple pages offer communicative activities that apply grammar to reading, writing, listening, and speaking.

The step-by-step format of the opening task can be used as a warm-up or diagnostic.

Web-based activities offer additional practice and give the option to use grammar points in connection with contemporary topics and events.
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Through clear and comprehensive grammar explanations, extensive practice exercises, and lively communicative activities, Grammar Dimensions, Fourth Edition provides students with the language skills they need to communicate accurately, meaningfully, and appropriately.

▶ Grammar explanations and exercises focused on form, meaning, and use help students understand the target language.
▶ Revised Opening Tasks can be used as a diagnostic or warm-up exercise to explore students’ knowledge of each structure.
▶ The “Use Your English” purple pages offer communicative activities that integrate grammar with reading, writing, listening, and speaking opportunities.
▶ Internet Activities explore outside sources of language to expand upon students’ communication and language.
▶ NEW Grammar Café for Grammar Dimensions provides 20 hours of online grammar practice that supports the lessons taught in the student books.
▶ "Reflection" activities clarify students' learning styles and encourage students to create personal learning strategies.
▶ Workbooks provide additional exercises to improve grammar, editing activities to increase students' writing skills, and a test-taking section to enhance students’ application skills.
▶ Lesson Planners contain step-by-step teaching instructions with a choice of lesson plans to suit the needs of individual classrooms and teachers.
▶ Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® allows teachers to create tests and quizzes quickly and easily for additional practice and assessment.

For more information and exam copies, visit us at NGL.Cengage.com, contact your representative, or call 877-633-3375.
To place an order, call 800-354-9706.

NGL.Cengage.com/grammardimensions

Package the audio with the text for only $1 more.
Package the workbook with the text for only $10 more.
Package the audio and the workbook with the text for only $11 more.
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